“Director’s Corner” - Expanding Electronic Resources

In response to the preference of our library users, and the ease of access and breadth of coverage, we continually seek additional online resources that will benefit the programs, courses and assignments offered at Nyack College and ATS.

Recent additions that augment our current print and electronic resources in the areas of Bible and Theology, Communications, Drama, English, History, and Sociology are:

Old Testament Abstracts
New Testament Abstracts
A suite of databases from Alexander Street Press offering resources in the area of drama & performing arts, ethnic & diversity studies, history, literature, and women’s studies:
Asian American Drama
American Film Scripts Online
Black Drama
Black Thought and Culture
British and Irish Women’s Letters and Diaries
Early Encounters in North America
North American Immigrant Letters, Diaries and Oral Histories
North American Women’s Letters and Diaries
Scottish Women Poets of the Romantic Period
Women and Social Movements

Check out these additions on the library website (www.nyack.edu/library) under “Electronic Resources” and “expand” your worldview!

Linda Poston, Associate Dean, Director of Library Services

Electronic Psychology Resources

The following Electronic Psychology Resources are available to Nyack/ATS students, faculty and staff on the Electronic Resources page of the Nyack/ATS Libraries webpage:

126 Full-Text Electronic Journals in Psychology
—Found in Titles of Full-Text Electronic Journals.
Choose “Please Select a Subject Category”, then Social and Behavioral Sciences. Click on the Psychology link to view the alphabetical list.

PsycARTICLES—Found in EBSCOhost
40,000+ Full-Text Articles From APA Journals

PsycBOOKS—Found in EBSCOhost
600+ APA Full-Text Titles

PsycEXTRA—Found in EBSCOhost
PSY Gray Literature (newsletters, technical, annual, or government reports etc.)

PsycINFO—Found in EBSCOhost
2 million+ citations and summaries of scholarly material

The Concise Corsini Encyclopedia of Psychology and Behavioral Science—Found in Xreferplus
Information in all major categories of psychology written by esteemed authorities

The Penguin Dictionary of Psychology--Found in Xreferplus
In-depth descriptions of psychology terms

The Bailey Library staff wishes you all the best in your research endeavors!
—Sunya Notley

Video Reviews

1940's House
Do you enjoy watching World War II movies? Then this documentary video may be for you. The Hymers, a modern British family consisting of a grandmother, grandfather, single mom, and two young boys, volunteered to spend approximately two months recreating the realities of home front life from 1939 to 1945. You will see them experiencing the rationing of food, clothing, and fuel for heating. You will see them preparing for blackout drills and building a backyard bomb shelter. And, if that wasn't enough fun, you'll see a panel of experts striving to make the family’s experience as realistic (read: harrowing) as possible.

The Bottom Line: when you finish this video you will have as accurate a knowledge of World War II civilian life as anyone who didn't live through it is likely to have. Its call # is DVD 940.531 N62.
—Mick Williams

The 1900 House
In the late 1990's several hundred British families vied to see if they would be chosen to live in what would amount to a living history experiment: three months of life in a restored London dwelling complete with the clothes, food, heating system, and budget of a middle-class family of the year 1900. The Bowler family (father, mother, teenage daughter, twin girls, and small boy) was chosen. They thought this would be a wonderful adventure, but what they found out was how tremendously difficult, by modern standards, even middle class city life was in the year 1900.

The Bottom Line: my wife and I have seen this documentary twice in the past six years, and it is so rewarding we will no doubt watch it again.
Its call # is DVD 306.0941 N62.
—Mick Williams
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